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Abstract
In my publication I examine the relationship between prosthesis and
temporality. The expression “prosthesis” usually is not used in an architectural context, however, if we consider the city as a living organism it can be relevant. Especially when we connect this term with temporality. In a city buildings are built and torn down. There are always
gaps, parts need to be recovered.
Temporary solutions can behave like prosthesis – additions not equal
to permanent buildings but can be well functioning urban supplements. The reason why these supplements are recommended to be used
in some cases is that they have the potential to test new functions for
empty spaces before decision making.
In my temporary extensions I use pallets as building material. The EUR/
EPAL-pallet is 1,200 by 800 by 144 millimetres, it is a four-way pallet
made of wood that is nailed with 78 special nails in a prescribed pattern. Since this material is needed in transportation and in storage, it
is mostly available and can be sold again after use. The recycling potential of pallets in an urban context is shown along three architectural
projects connected strongly to each other. The ﬁrst case is a proposal for a public square in Germany, where the project tried to connect
two separated parts of the city. This has remained a plan, however, the
project led to the second case: a reinterpretation of the relationship of
a speciﬁc building and the public square connected to it. Here a staircase driven from a window on the street facade gave a new way of architectural approaches. Then the third project was realized in a public
building open for the locals, where because of the uncertain utilization temporary users needed temporary structures for their operation.
These three cases represent well how temporary extension with the
use of recycling building materials can give good solutions for speciﬁc
problems in an urban context.

Introduction
The word “prosthesis” origins from the Greek language. In medical use
it is a replacement for a missing body part or organ. an artiﬁcial body
part, such as an arm, foot, or tooth, that replaces a missing part. In
everyday use three meanings are distinguished: an artiﬁcial body part,
a dental device and a rhetorical concept. In linguistics prosthesis is an
addition of a letter or syllable at the beginning of a word, derived from
Latin scola. The opposite of temporality is permanence. People usually
live in temporality, however, they are longing for permanence. What
is the motivation behind temporary architecture? In what forms could
it appear? The pontoon bridges over rivers, the structures of travelling
markets or the scaﬀoldings for supporting and constructing are all
temporary forms and facilities of our cities.In the architectural history
Sir Joseph Paxton’s Crystal Palace is the ﬁrst documented temporary
building. However, temporality dates back to further in the history of
mankind. The ﬁrst dwellings were easily constructed made of lightweight, local materials, because mobility was the way of living. One example is the yurt of the wandering Hungarians who ﬁnally settled down
in Europe. With the act of settling down the intention for permanence
became stronger. The cities built from stone prove this statement. As
human got more isolated from nature, the more he got far away from

1. Visualisation of the plan for the competition in Duisburg [Source: authors work].
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temporality, which has been so dominant in his life. Mobility came into
view again in the 20st century in the western culture. The wars coming
after each other kept the society in a constant state of readiness. In the
same time the technological development in transportation has reduced the distances and temporality became again a topic for architects.
Flexibility determines the works of Yona Friedman. His theories reﬂect
to the needs of a quickly changing society and give proposals for the
challenges of mobility. Friedman’s ideas became again into the focus
of the architectural thinking in the 90s. The new age wandering thanks
to the globalisation has called for life a new nomadism, where the concept of home has changed and again the movable, variable structures
were emphasized instead of the rigid construction of architecture.
The work of Buckminster Fuller or the utopian of the Archigram should
be also mentioned connected to the topic of temporality. The further
question is how could be the idea of prosthesis and temporality linked together? The urban network is constantly interacting with the
society. A factory, for instance, used to employed people, made them
settle down in the surrounding then when the production stopped it
left an empty space. The main street of the city center of Pécs used
to be a shopping street, but later the commercial function has moved
where the circumstances seemed to be better and the shops became
empty. The temporary interventions have the potential to test new
functions for empty spaces before decision making. If we do not think

2. The structure from behind the facade [Source: authors work].
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about the city as a rigid structure but a space ﬁtting ﬂexible to the constantly changing needs, then probably there would be a shift in the
relationship of permanent and temporary structures. In other words
more temporary interventions would be needed connected to and
completing the existing systems. At this point the tools of temporary
architecture start to behave as the prostheses of the old city. The idea
of recycling interwaves prostheses, however, the motivations are mostly not economical, but the opposite of waste is to use what we have.
Prologue
I have been participated in an architectural competition in Duisburg
(Germany), where the task was to make connection with temporary
tools between the shopping street and the revitalised harbor district. The old town lying like an island between these two area, and its
ground level is higher than the promenade along the water – probably
to defend the city from the ﬂood. According to my proposal the connection is created by a structure of pallets which stands on the promenade by pallet pillars giving shadow with its covering for the pede-

3. Building Prosthesis [Source: authors work].
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strians. The top of the structure is on the level of the old town. Like a
pier it allows people to have a look at the new developments along the
water from a higher point of view. The appearance of my proposal with
its material is not strange on the former wharf, the pallet is the best
known tool for loading and transportation. On the lower level of the
structure a temporary exhibitions can show the new developments of
the revitalised harbor, the upper level is a viewpoint and a public space.
My proposal was not awarded, however, it appeared later on an exhibition in Pécs, where the curator of an art festival dealing with temporality saw it and asked me to build an istallation from pallets.
Building Prosthesis
The aim of the mentioned festival was the following: “We tried to
recycle the main street of Pécs with an artistic aim within the Temporary City Pécs program series of the Approach Art Assosiation. We used

4. Tectonic ornament [Source: authors work].
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the empty parlors and the public space surrounding them for social
and artistic purposes during the program. We converted the real estates to studios, workshops, exhibition-rooms – mobile laboratories. [...]
The aim of the program was to bring in such forms of deeds, lifestyles,
patterns – “rituals” – which carry the values of the contemporary art.”
[AAA,2010, p.5]. The Building Prosthesis tried to explore the possibilities in the temporary city developments. The main idea derives from
the transitional spaces of ﬁre staircases attached to the facades. This
pattern is characteristic for the metropolitans in the USA. Their oﬃcaial task of these staircases is to provide safe escape from high buildings
in case of ﬁre. In the same time these places are also used by the inhabitants as extensions of the small interiors. Of course, this kind of use
is illegal, because the escape routes must be free all the time, however,
ﬁre staircases are often used for drying clothes, as back entrance or as
a storage. “The building of Hattyúház Gallery receives prosthesis. By
the help of this prosthesis the passers-by could easily enter the exhibi-

5. Hotel Nádor. Stairs connecting diﬀerent platform levels [Source: authors work].
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tion place directly from the street. This sructure has several functions.
First of all it is a stairs to approach the Gallery but it functions as a resting-place and a look-out tower as well. During the planning process
the team took it into consideration the traﬃc of cars and by passers.
So the prosthesis will not obstruct traﬃc at all. From the architect
point of view this structure represents a kind of core component of
the Temporary City program since this prosthesis will be a temporary
construction in the main street of Pécs indeed” [AAA,2010, p.50].
Epilogue
During the Temporary City Pécs program I have met the director of
the newly established exhibition room at the main squre. The Hotel
Nádor – standing empty – gave space for this new gallery. Because of
economic reasons the renovation of the hotel could not be ﬁnished,
however, its location in the city center was very attractive for the function. Now the University of Pécs is the operator of the gallery. The
director asked me to make minimal interventions into the space lined
by raw concrete slabs and brick walls. Some elements were needed
for the proper function of the gallery. The material used here again is
the pallet which has a geometry suitable for building stairs, walls or
slabs as well. Its plasticity and pattern naturally generates a kind of
tectonic ornament. I used the material the way that the pallets can be
reused again for their original function – for transportation. Thank to
this when the pallets are not needed, they can be sold again. To summarize I can state that this building material is adequate for diﬀerent
temporary architecture.
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